
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

     



 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Synopsis 

 

 

Diego’s fiancée dumped him five days before their planned wedding. 

What’s a guy to do?  

 

 Show up at the church anyway, hoping she’ll change her mind in the 

last minute 

 

 Get wasted and bitch about how much life sucks. 

 

 Try to win back his first love. 

 

 All the above 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Cast 

 

 

Cousin DIEGO   Quim Gutierrez  

Cousin JULIAN   Raul Arevalo 

Cousin JOSE MIGUEL  Adrian Lastra 

 

MARTINA   Inma Cuesta  

BACHI    Antonio de la Torre  

 CLARA    Clara Lago 

 YOLANDA    Nuria Gago 

TOÑA    Alicia Rubio 

DANI    Marcos Ruiz 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 
 

 

 

 

Crew 

 

Written and directed by  Daniel Sanchez Arevalo 

Producers     Jose Antonio Felez & Fernando Bovaira 

Executive Producer     Jose Antonio Felez 

Director of Photography     Juan Carlos Gomez 

Original Score     Julio de la Rosa 

Art Directors        Curru Garabal & Satur Idarreta 

Editor     David Pinillos 

Production Manager   Alicia Yubero 

1st Assistant Director  Antton Zabala 

Costume Design   Fernando Garcia 

Sound Design    Carlos Faruolo 

Make-up Artist    Karmele Soler 

Hair Stylist    Paco Rodriguez 
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Director’s Notes 

Writing was never my vocation.  Telling stories was never in my plans.  I 

started writing as some sort of therapy and, as it turned out, writing 

fiction became the perfect treatment for my neuroses.  It’s as if dumping 

all my obsessions in my characters could help me get rid of my fears.  

Fiction helps me digest reality.  It’s been the best anxiety-reliever.  And, 

as we all know, psychotropics are highly addictive and one can’t stop 

taking them just like that.  The rebound effect could be lethal.  So, here I 

am, still addicted to fiction.  Cousinhood is, so far, my latest attempt at 

self-medication. 

After a film as oppressive and labyrinthic as Fat People, with miserable 

characters, motley tragi-comical plots, where all the action took place in 

interior locations, I needed a breath of fresh air and a new scenario for my 

stories.  This experience has helped me realize that it’s impossible to try 

to encompass everything.  That anxious need to tell it all is gone now.  I 

suddenly felt the need to focus and work in only one direction in what 

refers to the plot, structure, tone and genre: comedy. 

I wanted to confront comedy with all the accuracy, seriousness and 

respect it deserves.  And so, writing became a deliberate exercise to keep 

me from deviating from the original intention.  The one that led me to 

begin writing this story: the need for sunshine and lightness, the need to 

get rid of all the baggage that slows you down.  And that is how my own 

vital objective became the objective of the main character.  Or vice-versa: 

Diego’s adventure became my own. 

Cousinhood is a film about mirrors.  The three cousins discover their real 

selves when they see their reflection in the eyes of others.  Their goal is to 

try, by all means possible, to redeem those others, to free them.  

Because, if they manage to save the person in front of them, they will 

save themselves.  And therefore, if I was able to save them all, I would 

save myself.  My mission was to redirect their lives, to cure their wounds.  

Fight tough battles against myself to provide them with the well-deserved 

warrior’s rest before writing the words “the end”.  And so I can say that 

Cousinhood is, clearly, my most personal film: a story that arose from my 

guts.  It wasn’t written, it was vomited.  There are certain elements in the 
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personality, emotions and experiences of the three cousins with which I 

can identify in a very intimate manner. 

Cousinhood is a treatise on male stupidity.  Not from a cruel or 

judgmental point of view but from a playful, roguish, tender and romantic 

one.  That is why, for me, it was of the utmost importance to treat the 

story and the characters with consideration.  And, therefore, try to make 

the spectators look at them with the same tenderness that I have tried to 

convey so that they will learn to love the characters with all their defects.  

That is the only way to close the circle. 

The pillars of my films are the screenplay and my work with the actors.  In 

Cousinhood, I have brought those two pillars together as one.  The actors 

have played an essential role in the development of their own characters 

and stories.  I like to rehearse a lot with the actors; a minimum of two 

months before we start shooting.  In Cousinhood, however, more than 

rehearsing, what we’ve done is to re-write the screenplay.  It was 

forbidden to come to rehearsal knowing the lines. I have worked every 

scene with the actors’ own feedback as a starting point. 

Another thing experience has taught me is to have enough modesty and 

common sense to understand that everything I write can be improved.  

And a well-trained actor who is able to get under the characters’ skin, can 

add an amount of creative input that I couldn’t dream of achieving. 

I think that Cousinhood is the most straightforward of my films because it 

is the least intricate - easy to watch yet not simple. I’m not saying that it’s 

the best (I was never good at choosing between mom and dad), I just 

think that, of my films, Cousinhood is the one in which the end result is 

closest to the original intention.  Although, to be honest, I feel awkward 

about talking about end results and even more in this particular case 

because Cousinhood is a film made for the audience.  It is a bright and 

optimistic comedy far away from the pesimism and fatalism that envelops 

us. The end result is yet to be seen.  Up to now, I always used to measure 

success in relation to my degree of satisfaction with the end result.  In 

this case, success will be determined by the audience’s response.  I will be 

satisfied if moviegoers leave the theatre feeling a little bit better than 

when they walked in. My intention is to entertain, to elicit emotions and to 

transmit good vibes in times of uncertainty and crisis. 



 

 

 
 

 

Daniel Sanchez Arevalo     

Biofilmography 

Daniel Sanchez Arevalo has been a professional screenwriter since 1993. 

He started out on acclaimed TV series such as: Farmacia de Guardia, 

Querido Maestro and Hospital Central. Having been awarded a Fulbright  

Scholarship, he completed an MFA at Columbia University, New York, 

where he started his career as a film director.  

Back in Spain, he won two consecutive years (2002-2003) the 

Notodofilmfest (Grand Jury Prize and Audience Award) with Goal and 

Express. This last one was also nominated for Best Short Film to the 

Spanish Academy Awards (Goya).  Physics’ II, his first 35mm short film, 

has earned over fifty awards, including a preselection to the Oscars® 

2005 in the Short Fiction category.  The Mountaneer’s Guilt, with more 

than twenty awards, participated in the 61st Mostra di Venezia, as part of 

the official selection in Corto Cortissimo.  

Daniel’s first full-length feature film, DarkBlueAlmostBlack, won both of 

the two prizes awarded in the Venice Days section of the Mostra di 
Venezia in 2006.  With this first film, he also earned over 50 International 

awards, including three Spanish Academy Awards: Best New Director, 
Best Supporting Actor (Antonio de la Torre) and Best New Actor (Quim 

Gutierrez).  DarkBlueAlmostBlack has been distributed in 28 countries. 

Principal photography for Fat People (Gordos), was a big challenge for 
Daniel and the cast, since it lasted over 10 months due to the physical 

changes some of the actors had to undergo.  It was preselected by the 
Spanish Film Academy to the Oscars® in the Best Foreign Language Film 

category and it received 8 nominations to the Spanish Academy Awards 
(Goya) where Raul Arevalo won for Best Supporting Actor. 

Daniel is also the author of the screeenplay for 40, the Musical, which has 

been playing simultaneously in Madrid and Barcelona for over one year.  

Additionally, he wrote the script entitled For the Good of Others which was 

Oskar Santos’ first film as a director.  

 

 



 

 

 
 

 

The cast… 

 

DIEGO is one of the cousins (Quim Gutierrez)  

Diego is a man that makes love at night and brings flowers in the 

morning.  He has a huge heart and is passionate and devoted.  He needs 

to love more than anything else.  He doesn’t believe in the natural process 

of relationships. He prefers to let himself get carried away.  He likes to 

live each day as if it were the last one.  Whenever he gets a chance, he 

takes a dive and if there is no water and he breaks his head, the more he 

enjoys it.  Diego is a clockwork bomb filled with love that could go off any 

minute. 

Quim Gutierrez 

Quim starting acting when he was 12 years-old in TV series such as: Poble 

Nou and El Cor de la Ciutat.   His debut on stage was in 2001 with Explicit 
Polaroids by Mark Ravenhill, role for which he received the 2002 Butaca 

Award for Best Supporting Actor.  
 

Quim’s first leading role was in the film DarkBlueAlmostBlack, directed by 
Daniel Sanchez Arevalo, which earned him several awards: Spanish 

Academy Award (Goya) for Best New Actor, Sant Jordi Award for Best 
Actor of the Year, New York Film Critics’ Circle Award for Best Upcoming 

Actor, and Best Actor Award at the Toulouse Film Festival.  Other works in 

film include: Blood of May (directed by Jose Luis Garci) and One more 
hour in the Canary Islands (directed by David Serrano).  Quim has 

recently concluded his work in Bunker, a thriller filmed in Colombia and 
directed by Andi Baiz.  
 
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm1273697/#Actor 
 

http://www.imdb.com/name/nm1273697/#Actor


 

 

 
 

 

JULIAN is one of the cousins (Raul Arevalo)  

Julián is a heavy equipment salesman.  He is the star salesman of the 
company.  He boasts about it because the numbers are there to prove it.  

He is pompous, pretentious and impetuous. He brags about knowing a 
famous soccer player and about hanging out with the Real Madrid gang.  

Every morning, he defies himself asking: “there are two types of people, 
those who think with their head and those who think with their ass.  

Which type are you?”  And off he goes, to sell a few more excavators.  His 
motto is: “pride and fury.”  

 

Raul Arevalo                                                                  

Raul started his acting career in TV series, such as: Hospital Central, 

Compañeros and Cuéntame.   

His works in film include: With George Bush on my Mind (by Joaquin 

Oristrell), DarkBlueAlmostBlack (by Daniel Sanchez Arevalo) which earned 

him the Best Emerging Actor award from the Actors’ Guild, Summer Rain 

(by Antonio Banderas), Scandalous (by Alvaro Begines), Seven Billiards 

Tables (by Gracia Querejeta) role for which he was nominated by the 

Spanish Film Academy and the Actors’ Guild for Best Supporting Actor and 

which earned the Actors’ Guild Award for Best Supporting Actor.  Other 

works include: Make a Wish (by Marcos Carnevale), 8 Dates (by Peris 

Roman and Rodrigo Sorogoyen) and The Blind Sunflowers, which earned 

him his second nomination to the Spanish Film Academy and the Actors’ 

Guild awards.  

In 2010, Raul is nominated again to the Spanish Academy Awards (Goya) 

for Fat People (directed by Daniel Sanchez Arevalo) and wins the Best 

Supporting Actor prize.  Prior to Cousinhood, he worked in Even de Rain, 

directed by Iciar Bollain (film preselected by the Spanish Film Academy to 

the Oscars®). 

Since 2007, Raul has directed to short films: Foigras and Un Amor. He is 

also very active on stage and is, presently, working in the play 

Beaumarchais in the role of The Marquis de Lafayette. 

http://www.imdb.com/name/nm1666855/ 

http://www.imdb.com/name/nm1666855/


 

 

 
 

 

 

JOSE MIGUEL is one of the cousins (Adrian Lastra)  

Jose Miguel was in the parachute brigade.  He used to be a tough military 

man with balls like Spartacus, until he was on the verge of death in a 

heroic action in Afghanistan.  He lost one eye and suffers post-traumatic 

shock since then.  Now he is a fearful pill bug that rolls into a ball when 

faced with life.  He also suffers agoraphobia, hypochondria and indulges in 

auto-suggestion.  He is quiet, shy and claims he can’t get mad because 

he’ll get an ear infection. 

 

Adrian Lastra 

Adrian has been singing, dancing and acting in musicals since 2004 and 

working in TV series such as Los hombres de Paco, Manolo y Benito, Yo 

soy Bea, Cuenta atrás, La Tira, Imparees, LaLola and Bicho raro nunca 

muere. 

His work in musicals includes: We will rock you, Hoy no me puedo 

levantar and 40 el musical (presently showing in Madrid and Barcelona). 

In film, prior to Cousinhood, Adrian worked in Brain Drain directed by 

Fernando Gonzalez Armero. 



 

 

 
 

 

 

Martina is the EX of one of the cousins (Inma Cuesta) 

Martina and Diego have had a crush on each other since they were 10 

years-old.  They used to see each other during summer break in the 

coastal town where their love would consolidate summer after summer 

until they lost their virginity at 17. They haven’t seen each other in ten 

years.  And, Diego is determined to get back the sparkle of their intense 

and crazy love in only a few hours.  But Martina has changed.  She is no 

longer an irresponsible teenager.  She is a mature and independent 

woman with a nine year-old son.  She is not going to allow any man into 

her life just like that and even less if he’s just been dropped by his 

girlfriend.    

 

Inma Cuesta 

Inma has a degree in acting from the Royal Drama School of Cordoba and 

completed studies at the Conservatory of Dance and Scenic Arts of 

Carmen Roche in Madrid.  Her debut on stage was in the musical Hoy no 

me puedo levantar, by Nacho Cano. 

Her first leading role was in the TV series Amar en tiempos revueltos 

followed by Plan America.   Inma has become extremely popular in Spain 

for her role as Margarita in the TV series Aguila Roja, for which she was 

nominated to the TP de Oro (2009) and to the Actors’ Guild Awards 

(2010). 

In film, Inma’s debut was in Love Expresso (directed by Alvaro Diaz 

Lorenzo).  She later worked with Pau Martinez in the film El Kaseron and  

just finished shooting the film version of Aguila Roja. 



 

 

 
 

 

 

Bachi could well be one of the cousins (Antonio de la 

Torre) 

When he was 23, he owned the only video rental store in town, married 

his beautiful bride, had a baby girl and bought a boat.  In that order.  He 

was the town’s hero.  Twenty years later, the video rental store no longer 

exists, his wife left him, his daughter (Clara Lago) doesn’t speak to him, 

he lives in his boat and people in town laugh at him and call him “Bachi 

the drunk”.  Everything he had is Gone with the wind:  the film of his life.  

 

Antonio de la Torre 

With more than 45 works in film, after DarkBlueAlmostBlack (by Sanchez 

Arevalo), role for which he earned the Spanish Film Academy and the 

Actors’ Guild awards for Best Supporting Actor, as well as the Best Actor 

award at the Toulouse Film Festival, work offers haven’t ceased.   

In 2007, he played different roles in: Cowards, by Jose Corbacho and Juan 

Cruz, Salir Pitando by Alvaro Fernandez Armero, or Mataharis by Iciar 

Bollain (role which earned him a nomination for Best Supporting Actor to 

the Actors’ Guild Awards).  In 2006, he played Penelope Cruz’s husband in 

Volver (by Pedro Almodovar) which was nominated to the American 

Academy Awards as Best Foreign Language Film.  In 2008, Antonio was 

awarded the Best Supporting Actor prize by the Film Writers’ Guild for his 

role in One Word from You directed by Angeles Gonzalez-Sinde and 

worked in Soderbergh’s Guerrilla.   

In 2009, Antonio had to gain 33 kilos in 4 months, and then lose them, for 

his role in Daniel Sanchez Arevalo’s Fat People.  For this role, he was 

nominated to the Spanish Academy Awards (Goya) for Best Actor and 

earned the Best Male Actor prize at the Andalusian Film Writers’ 

Association Awards.  His latest film works include: Lope (directed by 

Andrucha Waddington), Neon Flesh (Paco Cabezas), Half of Oscar (Manuel 

Martin Cuenca) and The Last Circus (Alex de la Iglesia), which has just 

earned him a nomination for Best Actor to the Spanish Academy Awards 

(Goya). 



 

 

 
 

 

Production Companies: 

 

Atipica Films 

 

Atipica Films is an award-winning, full service, independent film 

production company founded by producer Jose Antonio Felez 

http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0299642/  with the same team that worked with him 

in Tesela Producciones Cinematográficas, a production house also founded 

by Mr. Felez. 

In the past 12 years, Jose Antonio Felez has produced some of the most 

critically acclaimed Spanish films, such as: Pellet, 7 Virgins, Elsa & Fred, 

Roma, DarkBlueAlmostBlack and Fat People.  His working philosophy 

remains unchanged.  That is, Atipica Films will continue to supervise every 

detail of each production phase to ensure the best final quality, and to 

work with new talent. 

Many directors, writers and actors started out their careers with Mr. Felez.  

Among others: Daniel Sanchez Arevalo, Achero Mañas, Juan Jose Ballesta, 

Alberto Rodriguez, Jesus Carroza, Adriana Ugarte, Santi Amodeo, 

Esperanza Pedreño, Quim Gutierrez, Antonio de la Torre, Raul Arevalo, 

Tristan and David Ulloa, Teresa Hurtado, Oscar Jaenada, Blanca Romero, 

Leticia Herrero…  

At present, Atipica Films http://www.atipicafilms.com is starting pre-production 

for Alberto Rodriguez’s next film after 7 Virgins and After.  Principal 

Photography is scheduled to begin in the Spring with Mario Casas and 

Antonio de la Torre in starring roles. 

http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0299642/
http://www.atipicafilms.com/


 

 

 
 

 

 

Mod Producciones 

 

MOD Producciones is an audiovisual production company incorporated in 

2007.  Its founder, Fernando Bovaira, has produced some of the most 

successful Spanish films, such as: The Others and The Sea Inside (Oscar® 

award for Best Foreign Language Film in 2005) by Alejandro Amenabar, 

Mortadelo & Filemon by Javier Fesser, Sex & Lucia by Julio Medem or 

Butterfly by José Luis Cuerda.  

Some of Mod’s most recent productions include: 

BIUTIFUL, directed by Alejandro G. Iñarritu and starring Javier Bardem, 

who received the Best Actor Award at the Cannes Film Festival in 2010.  

Biutiful was also Mexico’s candidate to the Academy Awards for Best 

Foreign Language Film. 

AGORA, was Alejandro Amenabar’s second film in English starring Rachel 

Weisz.  Agora was the highest grossing Spanish film in 2009, was 

screened at the Cannes Film Festival and received 7 Goya Awards.  

FOR THE GOOD OF OTHERS, Oskar Santos’ first feature film with a 

screenplay written by Daniel Sánchez Arévalo, starring Eduardo Noriega 

and Belen Rueda, was screened at the Berlinale 

At present, Mod is producing CREMATORIO, a TV series for Canal +, based 

on the novel by Rafael Chirbes – National Critics’ Award 2008 – and 

starring José Sancho.  

http://www.modmedia.es 

 

 

http://www.modmedia.es/


 

 

 
 

 

 

Technical Information: 

 

Production companies: Atipica films / MOD Producciones 

Wold Sales company: Film Factory Entertainment 

Year of Production: 2010 

Country of Origin: Spain 

Language: Spanish 

Running time: 97 min. 

Length: 2,260 m. 

Reels: 5  

Aspect ratio: 1,85:1  

Format: 35mm color 

Sound: Dolby SR/Digital 

 

 

 

 

 

 


